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with 1.3 billion users, facebook has reach opportunities that surpass television, as well as targeting and measurement capabilities for 
audiences of one. Whether the goal is awareness, consideration, lead generation, app downloads, purchases or a mix of them all, 
advertisers have a robust arsenal of tools to achieve brand impact. This paper explores six common marketing objectives and 
prescribes key Facebook strategies and advertising tools to solve them.
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Build Brand Awareness

How to Run an Effective Awareness Campaign

Awareness campaigns allow advertisers to test a broad population of users and determine which segments 
respond to brand content. These insights guide accurate and cost-effective targeting as well as more 
relevant messaging. Further, people exposed to brand messages convert more efficiently during subsequent direct 
response campaigns.

For awareness campaigns, we recommend targeting a broad range of audiences to determine which are most 
valuable for subsequent actions.

Custom Audiences
Target existing customers by matching email addresses and phone numbers from a CRM 
database with Facebook user information.

Segment deeply. Lapsed customers (those who haven’t purchased in 6-12 months) may perform 
differently  than recent customers.

Custom Audiences from Your Website
Target people who indicated interest in a brand by visiting its website.

Segment deeply. Users browsing a home page or blog may perform differently than those on 
product details or local inventory pages.

Awareness

Case Study: During a recent awareness campaign for a new financial services product, SocialCode 
exposed target audiences to a brand video. We then retargeted those who viewed the video with messaging 

to sign up for the product. Those who viewed the brand video converted 2x higher on calls-to-action.
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Partner Categories
Third-party data providers including Datalogix, Acxiom, Polk and Epsilon provide targeting lists 
using data from sources like loyalty cards, DMV information and real-estate purchases.  

Those who spend at high frequency 

Those who buy in a specific vertical 

Average household income

Note: There are hundreds of Partner Categories that suit needs for advertisers in any vertical.

Based on preferences 
and lifestyle
Fans of competitors

Interests

Age

Gender

Location

Life events (I.e. recently married, 
recently engaged)

Education level

Connectedness to your Page  (fan versus 
friend of fan versus no connectedness at all)

Based on usage
Type of operating system 
(i.e. iOS versus Android)

Desktop versus mobile 

Type of internet connection

Lookalikes
Scale demand for products and services 
with lookalike modeling, a native Facebook 
capability allowing advertisers to find 
users who behave similarly to their 
most valuable audiences.
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For creative, think ‘quality content’ before ‘ad’
Whether introducing a new product, reinforcing brand identity or breathing life into a product that’s losing market 
share, awareness campaigns should focus on quality creative that builds positive attitudes rather than calling 
directly for purchases. Invest in engaging ad types that: 

Tell stories about those affected by your brand  

Reward those who pay attention with witty, useful, clever or funny content 

Naturally integrate branded logos, colors and tone into visuals and copy to drive recall 

Buy for reach
Maximize unique reach to surface the most relevant audiences and achieve as many learnings as possible. 
To do so either: 

Deploy Facebook’s reach and frequency tool: 
Input the number of people in your target audiences 
and the number of times they should see a message. 
Guarantees delivery to the right people.

Deploy CPM bidding in the Facebook News Feed 
auction: Since the reach and frequency tool locks in 
campaign specifics up front, advertisers who want 
real-time flexibility without sacrificing reach can do so 
by bidding on the cost for reaching 1,000 people (CPM) 
in Facebook’s ad auction.

Recommended Creative Units

Photo AdsVideo Ads

Refresh creatives every week  
to avoid decay in awareness.  

Test creative variations  in 
each cycle to identify the  best 

performers.

Brand new products 
should deploy awareness 

messaging  with more 
frequency than  familiar 

products before  introducing 
direct response.

Market research firm Nielsen can run a Brand Effect study for Facebook campaigns. This study 
determines whether ads lead to ad recall, brand favorability and purchase intent. Nielsen secures results by 

surveying people exposed to brand ads and comparing responses to a control group.

Measure success correctly
Focus on the right success metrics, prioritizing reach over engagement.

Awareness campaign success means reaching the 
largest population of qualified audiences at desired 
frequency for the lowest cost (indicated by low CPMs).

A secondary success measure success that indicates 
high ad quality is achieving engagements at scale 
(indicated by a low cost per engagement or CPE).
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Acquire Customer Leads
Many brands message prospects with awareness content multiple times (6-8 x monthly is common) and 
then introduce direct sales messaging. Brands selling high-consideration goods may benefit from adding an 
intermediary lead generation step. 

How to Run an Effective Lead Generation Campaign
 
Keep the conversion simple
Lead generation campaigns help advertisers refine qualified audiences with a simple conversion, such as a form 
signup.

Lead Generation

2

 Case Study: SocialCode recently ran a campaign for a fitness brand looking to secure event signups, 
which cost  hundreds of dollars. Before publishing direct sales messaging, we first drove target 

audiences to  an email signup landing page and grouped those users in a new cluster. Retargeting those 
on the email list  helped facilitate a 7.2x Return on Ad Spend with the direct response campaign.

Drive consumers offsite efficiently
Use link ads for lead generation campaigns, as they provide the largest 
clickable `areas to drive users offsite. Other ad units should be cycled 
into testing.

Measure success with a conversion pixel
Advertisers can install a small piece of javascript code called a “conversion 
pixel” that tracks how many conversions happened after clicking on a 
Facebook ad. Implementing a pixel on confirmation pages will demonstrate 
how Facebook ads are driving the desired action.

Facebook Link Ad
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Gain App Installs
 

 
As mobile apps command more user time, app install campaigns will only grow in importance. Facebook offers 
powerful tools to achieve installs at scale. 

How to Run an Effective Mobile App Install Campaign

52% of digital media consumption takes place 
through mobile apps, according to comScore.

App Install s
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Target Wi-Fi users
Not only can users download faster when connected to Wi-Fi, but apps that are more than 100 
megabytes cannot be downloaded on mobile networks.

Target operating system (and operating system version)
Certain apps only work on certain operating systems or on the latest version of a specific operating 
system. Apps may also have better usability on certain operating systems than others.

Exclude existing app users
Create a Custom Audience of users who already downloaded the app and exclude them from 
install campaigns to reduce waste and irrelevant messaging.

Measure success with Facebook Tracking
After registering a mobile app with Facebook, advertisers can integrate the platform’s SDK 
(software development kit) into their apps to determine how many installs were driven from 
Facebook ads and at what cost (measured as a “Cost Per Install” or CPI). 

App User Activation

4 Activate App Users 
One of every five mobile apps gets used only once by users. Mobile app advertisers therefore can’t assume people 
who downloaded an app will keep using it. Campaigns that retarget downloaders with messaging to return to the 
app, and potentially make purchases, are therefore key in extracting value.

Bring users back to app
By integrating Facebook’s SDK into an app, advertisers 
can build Custom Audiences of users who downloaded 
the app but haven’t logged in for some time. Hitting 
them with reminders about the value they’re missing 
can re-engage usage.

Encourage purchases
Brands that have buying opportunities in a mobile app 
can encourage in-app purchases with reengagement 
ads. For example, advertisers can bucket users that 
log in often but have never converted into a Custom 
Audience and retarget them with a discount or 
promotion to ignite that initial action.
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Drive Online Sales
Facebook offers direct response tools that help advertisers achieve revenue efficiently through websites, mobile 
applications and physical stores.

How to Run an Effective Direct Response Campaign

Online Sales
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Refine audiences 
Maximize impact by targeting segments who responded 
positively to content higher in the sales funnel.

Properly align creative
Different creative units are better suited for some direct response initiatives than others. Test different ad types to 
determine which is best for a specific campaign. 

Test offerings against audiences
While higher funnel campaigns surface most valuable 
audiences, advertisers still must test with more 
granularity to uncover what offers resonate best with 
different audiences. 

For example, a household goods advertiser might test whether those who purchased living room furniture in 
the last three months are equally likely to purchase bedroom furniture. Such insights guide which creatives are 
promoted to different audiences. 

Best Practice: Test creatives in the News Feed by targeting unpublished posts, ads with 
no organic delivery, to specific segments of your target audience. Test audience sizes 

are commonly one-tenth of a total audience. Budget for a test post is commonly a few hundred 
dollars. This strategy surfaces what offers or products resonate best prior to campaign scale.

Link ads
Link ads are the most obvious way to drive traffic to an advertiser’s website where users can make 
immediate purchases.

Multi-product ads
Choice can be powerful. When advertisers want to showcase different products simultaneously 
(think shoes that are part of the same line or a t-shirt in three different colors), using a 
multi-product ad containing three unique images, descriptions and clickable areas in the 
same unit can be effective.

Case Study: A rollup of two mid-2014 campaigns run for one of the world’s largest retail brands found 
multi-product ads achieved a post-click Return on Ad Spend (RoAS) 18 percent higher than link ads. 

Case Study: We tested different ad units for a high-end retailer selling products worth 
thousands of dollars. Analysis uncovered that photo ads outperformed link ads by 62%.

Photo ads
It might seem counter intuitive to use a photo ad for a direct response campaign since the only way 
to drive users offsite is with a link embedded within post copy. For high-cost items though, photo 
ads can have a higher clicks-to-conversion ratio since users are taking a more deliberate action.
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Offline  Sales 
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Right-hand column ads
Facebook recently gave its right-hand column a major upgrade, decreasing inventory and 
increasing image size. Advertisers should retest the new right-hand column to compare 
performance to News Feed ad types. 

Facebook internal data show more than 32% of desktop conversions followed a mobile ad 
engagement that occurred within the prior 28 days. Facebook’s cross-device reporting demonstrates 
how mobile ads ultimately lead contributed to conversions, no matter where the conversions took place.

Attribute revenue to Facebook ads with proper measurement
Advertisers can report how efficiently Facebook ads drive sales with a conversion pixel on checkout confirmation 
pages. This conversion data will illustrate what creatives are achieving the best Return on Ad Spend (RoAS) within 
a predetermined attribution window of 1-day, 7-days or 28-days of the ad being seen or clicked.

Case Study: A rollup of five 2014 campaigns for one of our largest CPG clients that used 
best practices for an awareness campaign achieved an average offline sales lift of 55%.

Measuring offline sales campaign success
Facebook has partnerships with third-party data providers like Datalogix. These partners can match purchases 
made with a loyalty card to the card holder’s Facebook profile, demonstrating whether users exposed to Facebook 
content are making offline purchases. 

Location aware ads
Facebook recently rolled out “Location Aware Ads” that enable advertisers to serve ads in the mobile News Feed 
based on real-time locations. For example, restaurants might serve ads for discounted food and beverage as 
qualified people walk past their brick-and-mortar locations. While the product is in its infancy, it has significant 
potential to harness Facebook ads for offline sales.

Drive Offline Sales
Offline sales campaigns extend naturally from awareness campaigns. With high-level brand messaging at the right 
frequency, users will consume content near an offline purchase event (a phenomenon known as “recency”). Quality 
creative creates brand preference when consumers are shopping in physical stores. 
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Advertiser Mandates
 
Think about Facebook as a full-funnel solution
Facebook’s advertising suite provides the tools to sequentially guide audiences from awareness through purchase and loyalty. Recognize 
campaigns throughout the funnel work together, as those exposed to higher-funnel messaging are more likely to convert when retargeted 
with direct response content.

 
Start with broad targeting, then refine
Think about high-funnel campaigns as a mechanism to identify the most valuable audiences, who become primary targets for direct response 
messaging. Scale the impact of valuable audiences with lookalikes.

 
Prepare for Facebook to get bigger
Facebook’s Atlas will allow advertisers to measure ads across the web with all the tools that make the platform so powerful. It’s therefore wise 
to start thinking about replicating the impact made possible by Facebook across a larger display network.

About SocialCode
SocialCode builds marketing technology and solutions that make the world’s most valuable brands successful using social platforms. Over 30 
Fortune 100 firms and hundreds of leaders in every major category, including their agencies, rely on SocialCode to lead their social advertising, 
improve messaging and media strategy, and become better marketers. SocialCode capitalizes on advertising experts, advanced technologies 
and machine-learning that activate brands and turn people into customers and advocates. SocialCode is a pioneer in predictive analytics, and 
has been awarded the elite distinction of being both a Facebook Strategic Preferred Marketing Developer (sPMD), Pinterest API Partner, Twitter 
Marketing Platform Partner, while also developing solutions for Instagram. SocialCode is a subsidiary of Graham Holdings Company.

Visit www.socialcode.com

http://www.socialcode.com

